


IS DEDICATED TO
OFFERING REFINED FRAGANCES

IN ARTISTIC PIECES
OF DECORATION

THAT WILL MAKE YOUR SPACES
MORE PLEASANT PLACES

TO BE
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Max.Ex Brands USA Inc.trade mark brand Airpro
appeared in the limelight after being revived in 2014. 
We launched different series of car air fresheners 
offering trendy design, high quality materials and 
refined fragrances.
Today AIRPRO is in more than 40 countries worldwide.
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FRESH AIR FRESH LIFE
Sparking innovation and positivity into the world of scents, Airpro, is one brand 
that has revolutionized the world of scents, globally. We have successfully 
executed our operations in over 40 countries, ensuring the utmost quality and 
customer care, as we sow our seeds far and wide. Our air care products are 
thoughtfully structured by picking elements from nature pioneered with designs 
that have freshened the lives of people around the globe and reinvigorated a 
sense of fulfilment among people of all ages.

Our aim is to build a brand image that integrates the diverse and unique cultures 
of people around the world under a unified, friendly, and caring brand - Airpro.
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AIRPRO’s Luxury series relies on high-end materials, 
sophisticated designs and elegant fragrances. 

Our fragrance and design experts have concocted 
some of the exquisite fragrances along with some 

elegant designs for you to make your surroundings 
more luxurious.
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Design inspiration from Black Deer

HAWAIIAN OCEAN
3127081 312708431270833127082

SPRING BLOSSOMBLACK CURRANTMUSKY COLOGNE

Available in four soothing aromas:

An innovative product which has been created keeping  environment 
at its core. Little Buddy uses all natural essential oils dipped in fiber 
wood to create an amazing aroma around you. It sits right in your car 
vent and keeps your car fragrant for a long time. 

Just

Launched
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The BEST just got BETTER

This revolutionary new Mic Man is a unique and captivating scent that is perfect for those who 
want to make a statement. This fragrance is designed to exude confidence and boldness, making it 
the perfect choice for individuals who want to stand out from the crowd.

Just

Launched

AUDACIOUS. CONFIDENT. BOLD.
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Comes in six exquisite colors and fragrances

This luxurious fragrance is designed to please your eyes, but also to make your 
environment smell incredible. The product is 100% leakproof and extremely easy to 
use, which only requires opening the pouch and sticking it to your dash board. The 
bobble head will help spread the fragrance continuously, to create that long-lasting 
effect. Mic Man will surely turn your ride into a pleasurable journey.  

BLACK NOIR
1102165

LIMITED EDITION
1102164

EXOTIC EMERALD
1102163

WILD NORTH
1102162

Whether you're driving to work or heading out on a road trip, this fragrance 
will help you feel confident, bold, and ready to take on the day.
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Design inspiration from Speed

Helmet is an effective high-end product which not only 
diffuses intense, unique and long-lasting fragrance but also 
gives a sophisticated touch to your car interior.

Available in four elegant colors having our four different 
signature fragrances to make your car smell and look special.

Package comes with two refills
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Design inspiration from Traveling Around The World
Airpro • VIVA LIFE • is a vibrant celebration of 

LIFE, YOUTH, ENERGY & ART 
It is the next generation of fragrance for your environment.

A FRAGRANCE COLLECTION INSPIRED BY THE VIBE OF BIG CITES

Organic Can Paper Card

Celebration
VIVA LIFE

Dubai
VIVA LIFE

Rio de Janeiro
VIVA LIFE

Just

Launched

Just

Launched

1115132

1115131 1120131

1120132
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London
VIVA LIFE

Tokyo
VIVA LIFE

New York
VIVA LIFE

Paris
VIVA LIFE
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AIRPRO’s Fresh series brings exciting new designs 
for classical car air freshening solutions.

 Our dedicated fragrance and design experts have put 
together effective scented materials and trendy designs to 

make your spaces filled with pleasant, intense, and 
long-lasting fragrances along with practical usage.
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Set it to the rhythm of your car

Available in 6 musical fragrances

SYMPHONEY
OF FREEDOM

1115133

NOTES OF
REBILLION

1115135

EUPHORIA
1115136

INSPIRATION 
BLUES

1115134

RHYTHM
OF AUDACITY

1115137

SOUND
OF SERENTIY

1115138

MUSICOLOGY Just

Launched

The Musicology consists of harmonies and multiple notes 
blended together to create a memorable experience. 
Express yourself with a full range of emotions capturing the 
combination of feelings associated with each fragrance. 
Whether you are a classic lover or a rebellious rocker, there is 
a fragrance in this new collection that is made just for you. 
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Simple yet stylish, Nest is designed to make your spaces feel pleasant with the 
fresh smell. Our fragrance experts have used high-quality scented material to 
make this product long-lasting while our designers have created this form to 
bring harmony into your environment.
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Thé Noir 5 la Femme
1172026 1172027

Invincibile
1172025

Sauvignon
1172024

L’absolu
1172023

L’acqua
1172022

Signature pour Elle
1172021

Available in seven designer fragrances
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We have selected the most refreshing fragrances and 
brightest colors for Airpro Swirl. Simply twist to release 
the invigorating fragrance and control the intensity of our 
unique gel formula by adjusting the lid.

Available in four bright colors and fragrances

Design inspiration from Spiral Flow
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Gel Can has been revamped to provide you with even 
better quality experience, our patented Lemon Gel 
technology is now improved for better diffusion and 
better lasting. Enjoy the special blend of fragrances which 
will keep you refreshed and buzzed. 

Available in four fragrances
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This product attaches to your car A/C vent and bursts out a powerful fragrance 
loaded inside. Its unique microporous film will let the fragrance out consistently 
for a long period of time.

Available in seven different colors and fragrances

A mini clip with powerful fragrances
MINI CLIP

1124007

PARADISE

1124078

CITRUS

1124077

NEW CAR

1124076

CRISP LINEN

1124006

VIOLET BLAST

1124079

FRESH VANILLA

1124005

BLOSSOM
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MINI CLIP

1124077
NEW CAR

1124079

FRECH LAVENDER

1124162

OCEAN BREEZE

1124150

CHERRY BOMB

Avaliable in 8 different fragrances:

1124029

CARIBBEAN SEA

1124147

ORANGE POP

1124007

PARADISE

 1124005

BLOSSOM

 1124148

ELECTRIC BEACH

1124054

BLACK CRYSTAL

1124149

BLACKCURRANT OAK

1124146

MIDNIGHT STORM

Now the mini clip is available in a value 
pack of four and five, designed to keep 
your car smelling fresh and clean. With a 
variety of scents to choose from, you can 
enjoy a different aroma with every pur-
chase. This value pack is perfect for those 
who want to save money while still enjoying 
the benefits of high-quality air fresheners. 

(avaliable in 15 different fragrances)

5pcs

value
pack



1120108 1120109 1120110 1120111

SUNRISESPLASH

PASSION

PARADISEROMANCE

1120107
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SAFARI
Safari is made of a variety of compostable materials, including: natural essential oil, ceramic, 
compostable PLA plastic made from corn starch, wheat straw, and bio degradable paper. Each 
component of this product is environmental-friendly to the core.

SWEET BERRY
1119010

TIDAL WAVE
1119038

RIPE CHERRY
1119031

CITRUS FUSION
1119028

Just

Launched
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Available in 8 different fragrances
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M

PREMIUM
SERIES

Airpro premium series relies on some of the most exclusive 
materials and well crafted fragrances combined with perfection 
to bring a true sense of luxury and alluring feeling around you.
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LUSCIOUS . TRANSFIXING. DEFIANT.
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OUD GOLD unravels two deeply iconic Arabian ingredients: Rose and OUD wood. OUD GOLD has the iconic 
richness and aged complexity of OUD which is orchestrated with a symphony of rose, to make it the most 
treasured fragrance for you.
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CAR PERFUME

PREMIUM



PREMIUM

Wacky Airpro 
Stickers 

Airpro T-shirt
Sizes: L,M,S

Airpro Cap

Airpro Premium Display

 Dimensions:36x28x16.3cm

Airpro Bag

MDSPC001
Table top-Mix Display Small Paper Card 

Dimensions:62x41x16.5cm

 MDPC002
Floor Stand-Mix Display Paper Card

Dimensions: 166x40x55cm
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 LEVLBOX

5 in 1
LIMITED EDITION 

VIVA LIFE ORGANIC BOX
Dimensions:23.5x19x4.5cm 

NOCPDQ12

12ct
NATURAL ORGANIC CAN PDQ

Dimensions:22.5x16x8cm

VLOCPDQ12

12ct
VIVA LIFE ORGANIC CAN PDQ

Dimensions:22.5x16x8cm

COCPDQ24

24ct
CLASSIC ORGANIC CAN PDQ

Dimensions:14x24.5x14cm
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Indonesia

India

Ghana

China
United States

UAE


